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0. Introduction 

Traditionally, enumerative algorithms for solving linear (o,1)-programs 

can be classified into the groups of implicit enumeration algorithms and 

branch-and-bound algorithms. While the first group algorithmically is based 

more on local inspection procedures which tend to be easily understood in 

terms of common sense, the latter group of branch-and-bound algorithms 

is basically characterized by the more global approach of applying linear 

programming techniques which more and more involve a rather complex 

theoretical background. Since it was suggested to improve BALAS' 

originally pure additive implicit enumeration approach by additional use 

of linear programming calculations in several directions (see p.e. 

GEOFFRION (1969)) and, on the other hand to improve LAND and DOIG's 

original branch-and-bound approach by use of methods first found in the 

environment of implicit enumeration algorithms (e.g. BREU/BURDET (1974, 

pp.22)) the gap between the two classes of enumerative algorithms tends to 

diminish. 

Using the traditional classification pattern, the algorithm applied for the 

tests in the sequel is to be called an implicit enumeration algorithm with 

embedded linear programming calculations.The algorithm was designed to 

test the performance of a variety of proposed algorithmic ideas, rules, 

techniques or methods as these modular parts of the whole solution scheme 

are called in the sequel. The methods belong to the preprocessing, selection, 

fathoming or separation environment in terms of GEOFFRION/MARSTENS's (1972) 

unified approach for solving linear integer programs. The different methods 

in the algorithm are,activated by user control with special control 

parameters. The computational variety which can be obtained with these 

switches ranges from BALAS's pure additive approach to the more linear 

programming oriented branch-and-bound algorithm. 

The main purpose of the tests is to show the performance of the variety of 

implemented methods on a restricted number of test problems. The test 

are performed on a ceteris paribus basis, i.e., the algorithmic effects of 

one method or a group of methods are isolated against standard settings of 

the methods not currently analyzed. Especially, linear programming oriented 

approaches are compaired with "classicaln implicit enumeration methods. 

Emphasis is not given to outstanding algorithmic performance for some special 

method but to a rather neutral algorithmic framework, which allows to analyze 

single methods or groups of methods in an environment not designed to 

prefer, say, author-develloped methods. 
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The tests will show how difficult general judgements on the performance of 

one special method are when this method - using a fixed set of test problems -

is tested against different settings of other methods applied simultaneously. 

The general reason for this is that in the case of testing enumerative 

algorithms a multi-parameter test structure is given where the parameters 

not actually tested often can be chosen to yield contradicting results for 

one specific parameter to be tested. This sounds rather trivial. But one 

has to keep in mind that it is often very difficult if not impossible to 

systematically isolate effects of different parameters within the complex 

and interwoven frameworks of enumerative algorithms which are in general 

use today. 

The outline of the study is as follows. After having characterized the 

algorithmic framework in section 1, a brief description of the analyzed 

methods is given in section 2. The test problems are cited in section 3. 

The test results are shown in section 4. 

The Algol-coded algorithm is designed for test purposes with all-in-core 

execution. It allows to control the use of the considered different methods 

on an interactive basis via terminal. The tests were performed with an 

implementation of the code on a Telefunken TR 440/86 S computer 

installation. 
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1. General framework and terminology 

The linear (0,1)-programs (P) considered are assumed to have 

the normalized structure 

(1) minimize z = ex, 

subjeat to (P) 

with n-vectors x and c, a m-vector b and a (m,n)-matrix A. As 

usual for implicit enumerations algorithms, x is defined such 

that c ;;;.. 0. 

The algorithmic framework used in this study represents the 

structure of typical implicit enumeration schemes. A general 

flowchart is given in Figure 1. In comparism with the flowchart 

presented by GEOFFRION/MARSTEN (1972, p. 470), Figure 1 shows 

how the algorithms analyzed here can be embedded within the 

framework of a general procedure for solving linear integer 

programming problems. 

PPI 

N 

SEL 

:;:T_IO_ ITNO + 1 • 
SELECT A CA.'IDI
DATE PFOBLEK 

FPC 

APPLY PREPROCFf.S
ING METHODS ON 
CA.'IDIDATE PROBLEM 

Figure 1: Algorithmia framework of the applied inrpliait enumeration 
sa heme. 
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In the sequel, the notation used in the flowchart Figure 1 is 

explained briefly. For deeper foundation the reader is referred 

to the literature, e.g. GEOFFRION/MARSTEN (1972). 

Candidate problem. Problem P is solved by recursive separation 

into a sequence of subproblems P
1 

, P2 , •.. one of which 

is worked upon at a given time. The problem currently analyzed 

during the iterative process is called the candidate problem. 

All subproblems being eligible for candidates form the actual 

list of candidates defined for each step of the algorithm. 

PPI, PPC (Preprocessing Methods). Methods for changing the 

constraint set of the initial problem P , e. g., by 

introduction of composite constraints, shrinking of the 

feasible region, and elimination of redundancies (PPI). In 

addition, methods for elimination of redundancies from the 

candidate problem (PPC). 

SEL (Selection Methods). Methods for choosing the next candidate 

out of the list of pending candidates. 

ITNO. Iteration counter. 

FC, FCLP (Fathoming Methods). Attempts for solving a candidate 

problem. A candidate is fathomed if it is proven that it cannot 

yield a feasible solution better than the best calculated 

so far, or, if an optimal solution of the candidate 

is found. "Simple" fathoming methods (FC) are defined to be 

procedures whicq involve no linear programming calculations. 

These procedures, being relatively cheap in terms of algorithmic 

overhead and calculating time requirements for a given candidate, 

contrast to linear programming fathoming methods (FCLP) which 

imply the solution of the linear program obtained from the 

candidate problem by omitting integrality constraints on x. 

SEP, SEPLP (Separation Methods). Methods for deriving a set 

of separated subproblems from the candidate problem if it 

cannot be fathomed. These separated subproblems are added 

to the current list of candidates, whereas the ancestral candidate 

is discarded. Again, these procedures can be divided in 

"simplen separation methods (SEP) involving no linear 

programming calculations and linear programming oriented 
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separation methods (SEPLP) which are based on informations obtained 

from the linear programming solution of the relaxed ancestral 

candidate problem. The SEP-methods produce exactly one new candidate 

problem with at least one more variable fixed to one compaired 

with the ancestral candidate. For the SEP-methods, the zero

branches are not included in the candidate list explicitly 

because they provide no new information. On the other hand, the 

SEPLP-methods yield two new candidate problems because either of 

the branches x. = 1 and x. = 0, with x. the separating variable, 
J J J 

is supplied with different informations on objective function 

bounds. 

DROP CANDIDATE PROBLEM. BOOKKEEPING. If a candidate problem is 

fathomed due to the incorporated separation scheme one new -

implicitly defined - candidate is added to the candidate list. 

The new candidate is found by backtracking operations starting 

at the fathomed candidate. 

Some further notation is used. 

subproblem with the sequence index r can be charakterized 

number k of fixed variables x. and, correspondantly, the 
J 

number of (n - k) free variables xh it includes. A variable x. 
. 'd b f. d . pk 'f pk . dd. . h . J ~s sa~ to e 1xe 1n 1 , 1n a 1t~on to t e constra~nt 

r r 
set of P , includes the constraint that (exclusively) either 

x = 1 or x. = 0. There is no constraint of this type for a free 
j J 

variable xh. 

S (P )~ NS (P ). The fixed variables r r x. form the index set S (P ) 
J r 

:={ j lxj fixed in P r} , and the 

NS (Pr) := { h ~~ free in Pr} . 

free variables xh the index set 

aont opt z ~ z . z* is the objective function value of the incumbent 

feasible solution, i.e. the best feasible solution found so far in 
aont the search process. z is the objective function value obtained 

by solving P with linear programming techniques, thus relaxing 
r 

the integrality constraints on x. (j E NS(P ) ) to 0 ~ x. ~ 1. 

zopt is the optimal objective fu~ction valu~ of problemJ P . 

m~n~b~A. For simplicity, the same notation used for the original 

problem P is taken for any reduced and updated subproblem P 
r 

respectively. 
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2. Analyzed methods 

In this section, a short description of the analyzed methods will be 

given. Classifying words are assigned to each method to enable a con

venient identification. 

21. Characterization of preprocessing methods 

PPil(COMPCON): composite constraints. In the case, the constraints of 

the original problem partly form an equality-system, it can be examined 

whether the system can be concentrated to fewer equalities without 

changing the solution space. 

Given the two equalities~ .n
1
a .. =b. 

LJ..= l..J J.. 
(i=1,2), the following procedure 

has to be applied. If the coefficients a .. and b. are integral and in 
l..J l.. 

addition a .. ~ 0 and b.> 0 (i=1,2; j=1, .•• ,n) the two equalities are 
l..J l.. 

composed to one equality using the weights t
1

, t 2, where t 1, t
2 

are 

determined by (GLOVER/WOOLSEY (1972)): 

(1) t 1 '%ll:: b2 - m~n{ aZj j a 2j,.o}, t 2 ;;;-b 1 
J 

(3) t
1

, t
2 

relative prime 

" 

- min 
j 

By iterative application of this procedure weights and coefficients 

easily grow large. Thus, it has to be provided that the composing 

procedure is limited by upper bounds on the resulting coefficients. 

PPI2, PPC2(REDUND): redundancy checks. The finiteness of the solution 

space allows to identify and remove redundant constraints from further 

considerations by trivially checking[_ .n
1 

a .. .s;;; b. for a .. > 0 (i=1, ... ,m). 
].= l..J l.. l..J 

PPI3(KNAPS): knapsack calculations. KIANFAR (1971, pp.1374) suggests 

procedures to shrink the feasible region of problem P by attempts 

of parallel shifting or rotating of hyperplanes. The aim is to exclude 

as many non-integral solutions as possible and to increase the number 

of integral points on the faces of the polyhedron to be worked upon. 
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The method which attempts to rotate the hyperplanes by increasing the 

coefficients a .. was implemented. For this purpose, the maximal 
1] 

feasible complement h .. has to be determined. h .. is defined as 
1] 1] 

solution of the knapsack-problem: 

This problem is solved with a knapsack algorithm based on dynamic 

programming (SHAPIRO (1968)). To avoid excluding feasible solutions, 

dij = bi - aij - hij has to be added to aij. 

PPI4(Preset-Z). By externally providing a pre-determined upper 

bound on z, the computational efforts can be varied from the 

complete search of zopt to only proving the already known solution zopt. 

PPI5(PRESET-X). To accelerate the search, it may be promising not 

to start the algorithm with the original problem, but to pre-select 

and pre-set a certain percentage p of all variables, thus 

proceeding to a special subproblem (GEOFFRION (1969, p.446)). The 

respective alternate variable setting has to be examined later on. 

The selection of variables is performed using the separation methods 

explained in section 25. 

(a) Combination of MAX-CJ and MIN-CJ (SEP1/2). p/2 percent of the 

variables with maximal objective coefficients are fixed to 

x.=O,while the other p/2 percent of the variables with minimal 
J 

objective coefficients are set to x.=1. 
J 

(b) analogous to SEP3(MAXFEAS) 

(c) analogous to SEP4a(CJ/FEAS) 

General remarks. The preprocessing methods were executed in the 

order given above. 

22. Characterization of selection methods 

To select a candidate problem out of the list of pending sub

problems 

the index 

the lower 

P , the following information is used: 
r 

set S(P ) of fixed variables for subproblem 
r 

p 
r 

and 

bound LB(P ) 
r of the objective function value, known 
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either from the objective function coefficients of the fixed variables 

xj (jE S(P2)) or from linear programming calculations. 

SELl(LB-Z). The candidate with the lowest bound LB(P) is selected. 
r 

SEL2(FIX-X). Since the computed bounds depend on the number of 

already fixed variables, LB(P ) often only indicates the branching 
r 

depth. Moreover, problems with only few free variables remaining 

(i.e. js(P ~large) can be solved with less effort. Therefore, here 
r 

the candidate with maximal set S(P ) was selected. 
r 

SEL3(LB-Z/FIX-X). MITRA (1973, p.161) combined the above cited methods 

to: 

(a) Choose the problem 

candidates. 

p 
r 

with LB(Pr) minimal among all stored 
jS(Pr)l 

In addition SEL3a was tested together with lifo-selection: 

(b) Select with SEL3a only every 3rd iteration, otherwise lifo. 

(c) Select with SEL3a only every 6th iteration, otherwise lifo. 

SEL4(LIFO). Here, only one problem was stored simultaneously. 

Thus, no further selection rule can be applied. 

23. Characterization of "simple" fathoming methods 

FCl(COL). BALAS' third test (1965). If the zero complement of the 

candidate problem is not feasible, for each column of the 

constraint matrix the condition a .. ~0 (i=1, ••. ,m) is checked. 
~J 

When satisfied, the branch x.=1 can be dropped since this branch 
J 

increases the value of the objective function without obtaining 

feasibility. Furthermore, 

c j > z * - I ck xk 
kE S (P ) 

r 

x.=O can be inserted into S(P ), when 
J r 

FC2(ROW). This is a method based upon row informations (FLEISCHMANN 

(1967, pp.153)). If for any row i the updated right handside 

is bi=O and aij~O (j=1, •.• ,n~xj can be fixed to zero for all 

coefficients a .. >O. The alternate branch would irrevocable lead 
~J 

to infeasibility. 
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FC3(COND). PETERSEN (1967, pp.742) suggested the following conditional 

test. For each free variable j, x.=1 is assumed. All constraints 
J 

are checked whether a .. > 0 and b. - a .. < 0. If this holds for a 
1] 1 1] 

constraint i, another variable x
1 

with ail <O has to be fixed 

to x
1
=1 in order to satisfy the restriction. If there exists no x

1 
with ai 1<0 and c <z*- cj -~S(P )ckxk , the branch xj=1 can render 

no feasible solution better than th~ current z*. 

FC4(CUMUL). This cumulative method is based upon special ranking of 

variables PETERSEN (1967, pp.743). For each constraint i which is 

not satisfied, all free variables with coefficients a .. < 0 are 
1] 

arranged in ascending order of c./ I a .. j • The two sums: 
J 1] 

k 
L. c. 
j=1 J 

and 

• t:.. NS- (P ) ]\,; r 

are computed for k=1, •• ,!NS-(P )!, where the set NS-(P) includes all 
r . r 

free variables x. with a . . <0. The following tests are considered for 
J 1] 

each k: 

(1) C ~ z* -k 
2: 

• t:.. S(P ) c .x. 
J \,; r J J 

and 

(a) Rk~ bi: Abandon the current subproblem p 
r 

since there exists 

(b)~< b.: 
1 

(2) C < z* -k 

no feasible solution better than the current optimum z*. 

No cQnclusion possible. Examine the next violated 

constraint. 

Fes(Pr) cjxj 

If k< INS-(P >I 
r 

else, abandon 

satisfied. 

and 

, increase k by one and start again, 

p 
r 

since the constraints cannot be 

FC(COND-CUMUL). By using the ranking orders of FC4 and implementing 

the following fathoming idea in the FC4-cycle, conditional testing and 

cumulative considerations may be combined. For all free variables x. 

and rows with aij >0, bi and z* - kh-(P )ckxk are decreased by aij J 

and c. respectively (this is equivalent Eo x.=1). Then FC4 is computed. 
J J 
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For all free variables x. and rows with a .. < 0, the branch x.=O 
J 1J J 

is tested by computing FC4, but skipping a .. and c. in the sums 
1J J 

Within the test FC4, the result "abandon problem P 11 has to 
r 

be altered to "abandon the branch x =1" or in the last case, 
j ' 

" x.=O". 
J 

General remarks. The test whether the zero-complement 

{xj=OI jE NS(Pr)} defines already a feasible solution is carried 

out before any fathoming attempts. In the iteration sequence, 

FC1 and FC2 should be computed before FC3 through FC4 since they 

are substantially easier to be checked. As the above description 

shows, FC5 contains FC3. Thus, FC3 should be performed before FC5 

to reduce computational efforts. 

24. Characterization of linear programming fathoming methods 

Each candidate problem P defines a linear program derived from 
r 

P by including the constraints implied by S(P ) and relaxing the 
r 

constraints xl { 0,1} to 0 < xj < 1 for all j E NS (Pr). Three 

methods are tested which use the informations obtained from the 

(continuous) solution if this linear program. 

PCLPl(SURROG): surrogate constraints. A strongest surrogate 

constraint is derived as linear combination of all rows of 

the current linear program taking the optimal values of the 

dual solution as weights plus a term obtained from current 

informations on the objective function (GEOFFRION(1969)). 

This additional restriction applies also to subproblems of 

the current candidate after further branching. As for these sub

problem again surrogate constraints can be derived, which generally 

have different coefficients, several surrogate constraints can be 

kept active together for a sequence of sub-subproblems. The number 

of active surrogate constraints is tested as a parameter also. 

PCLP2(PEN): penalties. From several known penalty concepts, here 

that described by TOMLIN(1971)was implemented. 
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PENl. After fixing a fractional valued variable x. to 0 or 1, penalties 
J 

p
0

(j),p
1
(j) can be derived from the next necessary linear programming 

steps reflecting some influence of the anticipated pivot steps on the 

objective function. 

If zcont + m1x min { p0 (j),p 1 (j~ > z*, the subproblem can be abandoned. 

If this does not occur, but zco t +max { pu(j) I u=O, 1> z* for any 

variable x., only the branch x =1-u remains possible, where u marks 
J j 

the above maximum. 

Furthermore, TOMLIN's integrality considerations are implemented. 

PEN2. A cut can be obtained for each fractional valued variable,thus 

providing the stronger penalty PG in den next linear programming 

pivot step. 

FCLP3(LP-REPET). Since the linear programming calculations induce 

extensive computations, the effects were investigated of not to 

call the linear programming algorithm in all steps but to repeat 

it only every i-th iteration (1~i~12)(GEOFFRION (1969,p.446)). 

GeneraZ remarks. Before applying the FCLP-methods mentioned, the trivial 
. cant tests for integrality of the solut1on and for z* < z are performed 

for each optimal solution of the linear program. 

25. Characterization of "simple" separation methods 

All "simple" separation methods lead to replacing the regarded 

candidate problem by one new candidate problem derived as a sub

problem of the current candidate. 

SEPl(MAX-CJ). Branch to x. with c. 
J J 

SEP2(MIN-CJ). Choose variable xj with cj = min{ck IkE NS(Pr)}. 

SEP3(MAX-FEAS). The preceding two methods relied upon the objective 

function coefficients only. Feasibility of subsequent problems is 

taken into account by the method: branch to x.=l with INFEAS. 
J J f: min{o, b.-a .. ) maximal among all free variables. 

i=1 1 1J 
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I.e., x. is selected to minimize infeasibility of the resulting 
J 

new subproblem (NEMHAUSER/GARFINKEL (p.124)). 

SEP4(CJ/FEAS). To take into account both, small increase of the 

objective function and decrease of infeasibility, SEP2 and SEP3 

are combined. Branch to x.=1 with 
J 

(a) c.· IINFEAS.j minimal among all free variables,or, emphasizing 
J J 

feasibility, 

(b) c.· jiNFEAS.~ minimal (PETERSEN(1967,p.744);MITRA(1973,p.161)). 
J J 

SEPS(SEP-DEPTH). In addition, method SEP3 was applied to fix v 

variables per iteration (v=1,2,3), thus obtaining a more different 

subproblem matrix. All skipped branching alternatives must be 

taken into consideration later. 

26. Characterization of linear programming separation methods 

In iteration steps where linear programming computations and 

calculations of penalties are performed, separation methods can 

be applied which make use of the computed penalties p
0

(j),p
1
(j) 

for fractional valued variables x .. Here, both resulting subproblems 
J 

are stored simultaneously in the candidate list replacing the 

actual candidate problem. 

SEPLPl(MWXMAX). By choosing the variable xj with max{p
0

(j),p 1(j)} 

maximal among all fractional valued variables, the idea is 

followed to branch to a subproblem which tends to yield a 

higher objective function value than z* very soon. 

While this method promises advantages in case z* is already 

low, the next two methods seem to be better in searching a 

possibly minimal z*. 

SEPLP2(MAXMIN). Choose xj with min{ p
0

(j),p 1(j)} maximal among 

all fractional valued variables, since the objective function 

of the actual problem will be increased by this value in any 

case. 
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SEPLP3(MINMIN). To minimize the increase of the objective function, 

xj is chosen with min{p
0
(j),p1(j)} minimal among all fractional 

valued variables. 

3. Test problems 

The following seven test problems with varying structure have 

been taken from the literature. In addition to brief problem 

descriptions a short numerical characterization of each problem 

is given using the format: (m;n), d %. Here, d denotes the 

density percentage of the non-zero coefficients of matrix A. 

The problems and optimal solutions are presented in Appendix A 

explicitly. 

ProbLem 1. (5;39), 88 %. The problem is of multiple-knapsack 

type as typically found in budget-constrained optimization 

problems (PETERSEN (1967, problem 6)). 

ProbLem 2. (10;61), 27 %. A truck dispatching problem derived from 

an example given by DANTZIG/RAMSER (1959). 

Problem 3. (67;30), 12 %. The underlying problem is a 6-city 

travelling salesman problem derived from an example given by 

PLANE/McMILLAN (1971, p. 34). 

ProbLem 4. (35;15), 20 %. This is a set-covering problem (IBM-9; 

e.g. GARFINKEL/NEMHAUSER (1972, p. 375)). 

Problem 5. (25;59), 9 %. A minimal spanning-tree problem with 

Steiner-tree characteristics derived from an example given by 

NASTANSKY/DRUMM (1975, p. 373). The underlying structure can 

be applied for instance in modelling of optimal information 

systems and, in biology, in the field of cladistics. 

ProbLem 6. (19;52), 10 %. A 6/8 product I machine sequencing 

problem presented by FORTET (HAMMER/RUDEANU (1968, p. 270)). 

Problem ?. (22;41), 18 %. A capacity planning problem designed 

for application in the coalmining industry (STEINMANN/SCHWINN 

(1967, pp. 782- 783)). 
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4. Computational Experiments 

40. Standard settings of the analyzed methods 

Following a ceteris paribus approach, all tests are based on standard 

settings of the methods not currently examined. The used standards 

are listed below. Methods, which are not mentioned explicitly, 

are not included in the standard settings: 

PPI2, PPC2 (REDUND): for both, initial and candidate preprocessing. 

- PPI4 (PRESET-Z): z: = oo. 

- PPI5 (PRESET-X): PRESET-X (a), 20 %. 

- SEL3 (LB-Z/FIX-X): SEL3 (a). 

- FC1 through FC5. 

- FCLP1 (SURROG): 3 active surrogate constraints. 

- FCLP2 (PEN): PEN1 and PEN2. 

- FCLP3 (LP-REPET): LP each 9-th iteration. 

- SEP3: applied for non-LP iteration. v=2 variables fixed for 

the new candidate problem, one new explicit candidate problem. 

- SEPLP1 (MAXMAX): applied for iteration with LP. v = 1 variable 

fixed for the new candidate problem, two new explicit candidate 

problems. 

41. PPI, FPC: Test of preprocessing methods 

PPil (COMPCON). The introduction of composite constraints turned 

out to be inefficient in all examples where equalities were given 

and, thus, PPI1 was effective. This can be stated in the way that 

the payoff of the reduced row number of the problem is negative 

compared with the additional efforts to handle a more dense and 

differently structured matrix. PPI1 tends to make the fathoming 

attempts very inefficient such that many nodes need to be 

enumerated. Especially, the efficacy of some "simple" fathoming 

methods is reduced to almost zero when coefficients with value 

are replaced by coefficients with a relatively high absolute 

value and the scale ranges of the coefficients result to differ 

considerably in a given row. Exactly these effects can be observed 

for problems 2,3,5, and 6 (see Table 1). 
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1 2 3 4 

Problem- Standard With PPI1 Without PPI2/PPC2 
No. SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO 

1 112 1262 112 1262 145 1289 
2 16 83 389 5313 13 58 
3 9 17 175 1244 8 15 
4 58 616 58 616 62 490 
5 58 101 >3000 - 55 99 
6 5 19 145 1905 5 19 
7 33 119 131 810 38 135 

Table 1: Test of: PPI1 and PPI2/PPC2. 

Standard: without PPI1, with PPI2/PPC2. 

PPI2/PPC2(REDUND). The removement of redundant constraints by 

redundancy tests yielded different results (Table 1,col.2 vs.4). 

By applying REDUND in the case of matrices with a density not 

too low (problems 1,7), relative much effort could be saved for 

the inspection of each constraint. On the other hand, for the 

other test problems the redundancy checks were inferior in terms 

of computing time and even the number of iterations. 

PPI3(KNAPS). Since many (0,1)-problems mainly consist of zero-one 

or very large coefficients, the application of this method is 

limited. Therefore, KNAPS did not show any significant change 

of computational efficiency for the set of test problems. 

PPI4(PRESET-Z). Computational efforts are reduced considerably by 

providing the algorithm with the known optimal solution zopt from 

the start on. Only for problem 3, convergence is diminished 

slightly apparently according to (accidently) worse branching. 

No difference to the case z*:=oo turned out when the algorithm 

was started with z*:= 1.5 zopt. 
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1 2 3 4 

Problem- z*:= oo z*:=1.5z OPT z*:=z OPT 

No. SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO 

1 111 1262 111 1262 10 54 
2 16 83 16 83 11 43 
3 9 1? 9 1? 10 18 
4 58 616 58 616 42 452 
5 58 101 58 101 55 98 
6 5 19 5 19 4 16 
7 33 119 33 119 10 20 

Table 2: Test of PRESET-Z. Standar>d: z*:= oo • 

PPI5(PRESET-X).PPI5(a) was tested with four different percentages of 

preassignment rates of the variables (Table 3, cols. 2 through 5), 

PPI5(b) with three percentages and PPIS(c) only for 10%. Based on 

an average judgement PRESET-X(a) yielded the best results. As for 

many of the subsequently discussed methods it can be observed here 

that the choice of the best method highly depends on the problem 

structure. Nevertheless, the overall tendency turned out that 

the branching depth after initial fixing of about 10% of all 

variables is sufficient to yield stronger fathoming compared 

with the case no variable is prefixed at the beginning. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

PRESE1'·-X(a) PRESET-X(b) 
Problem- SEPI/2 SEP3 

No. 0% 10% -6207. 40% 0% 10% 20% 
SEC I'J'NO SEC ITND I SEC- 11WO SEC ITNO SEC ITNU SEC ITNO SEC ITNO 

! 
1 61 677 52 570 !ttl 1262 140 1669 - - >290 - >290 
2 8 29 21 130 16 BJ 7 56 20 98 18 92 19 120 
3 3 1 9 14 9 1? 8 15 7 12 7 12 8 13 
4 59 572 59 572 58 616 59 572 52 S13 53 513 55 551 

9 ----
l'RESCT-X(c) 

SEN a 
10% 

SEC ITiiO 

- -
21 120 

7 14 
52 513 

5 73 169 >90 - 58 101 58 124 121 316 143 333 >145 - >105 -
6 2 1 4 13 5 19 5 20 4 13 4 14 5 16 4 u 
7 zr, 87 26 79 33 119 36 14{1 76 20'3 37 1!'2 4i 157 43 163 

Table 3: Test of PRESET-X. Standar>d: PRESET-X(a)~ 20%. 
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42. Test of selection methods. 

SEL3(a) and LIFO showed the most advantageous results on an average. 

Nevertheless, a generalization of the results seems to be difficult. 

The combination of SEP3(a) and LIFO (Table 4, cols. 5,6) did not 

bring about any important changes though the exclusive employment 

of LIFO for problem 1 and 5 obtained by far the best results. A 

restriction to only one stored subproblem and application of LIFO 

exclusively seems to allow avoiding high transfer and computational 

efforts and more efficient linear programming updating procedures. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

SELl SEL2 SEL3a SEL3b,every SEL3c,eve.ry 
Problem- LB-Z FIX-X (LB-Z/FIX-X) 3rd iteration 6th iteration LIFO 

No. SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITii't) 

1 1>240 - [>290 - 111 1262 - - - - 67 818 
2 22 140 10 92 16 83 21 135 21 135 16 84 
3 9 15 9 15 9 1? 9 15 8 15 9 1? 
4 51 510 55 566 58 616 - - 46 448 46 4'?1 

5 89 185 115 2?5 58 101 88 185 86 185 62 107 
6 5 19 5 19 5 19 5 19 5 19 5 19 
7 43 187 53 243 33 119 - .. 40 144 36 138 

Table 4: Test of probLem seLection methods. 

Standard: LB-Z/FIX-X every iteration 

43. FC: Test of "simple" fathoming methods 

The FC-tests performed are based on the standard settings for 

the FCLP-methods, i.e., every 9-th candidate problem FCLP-tests 

were performed in addition to the FC-tests. To show the complexity 

of the problem to evaluate test results concerning just one method 

to be tested, first, the performance of single FC-methods in 

completely different environments is analyzed, and later on, groups 

of FC-methods are tested together. The straightforward methods 

FC1 and FC2 are considered together against the group of more 

sophisticated and time consuming methods FC3 through FC5. 

No FC. All "simple" FC-methods are switched off and only the 

feasibility test for the zero-complement solution of the 
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candidate problem is performed. Fathoming attempts are made only 

by means of the linear programming based FCLP-methods (Table 5, 

col.3). 

FC1 (COL). The efficiency of FC1 is tested in different environments. 

The results are given in Table 5. 

First, the introduction of FC1 in addition to the standard settings 

of the FCLP-methods is tested (col.4). Compared with the case that 

no FC-method is used FC1 brings improvements for all problems 

(col.4 vs. 3). Improvements are given even in the case that the 

restriction test of FC1 does not apply because a .. ~ 0 (\;/ i,j) and only 
l.J 

the objective function part of FC1 is valid (problems 1,4). Compared, 

on the other hand, with the case that all FC-methods are implemented, 

i.e. the standard setting is used, the additional effects of FC2 

through FC5 are to be judged upon differently (col.4 vs.2). For five 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Problem- Standard No FC Only FC1 Only FC2 Without FC1 Without FC2 
No. SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO 

1 111 1262 156 4415 147 3460 159 4415 117 1533 107 1262 
2 16 83 22 150 16 ?8 10 95 15 ?2 17 
3 9 1? 12 33 9 18 6 16 8 1? 8 
4 58 616 39 606 34 466 40 606 58 616 59 

/ 

5 58 101 54 144 43 118 33 121 57 101 68 
6 5 19 7 3? 5 22 5 36 5 19 4 
7 33 119 51 316 39 281 28 201 45 164 31 

Table 5: Test of: no PC~ FC1 and FC2. Standard: FC1/2/3/4/5. 

problems the number of examined candidate problems is reduced if 

not only FC1 but all FC-methods are applied. But this does not imply a 

reduction of computing time in all cases. The additional algorithmic 

work for FC2 through FC5 can be more time-expensive than the time

savings of the reduced number of iterations (problem 4). It is even 

possible that more iterations are necessary when additional FC

methods are used {problems 2,4). 

68 
1? 

616 
135 

19 
136 
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Second, the elimination of FC1, given FC2 through FC5, is examined 

(col.6). If it is questioned whether the performance of FC2 through 

FC5 altogether is better than the performance of FC1 alone the answer 

is not unambiguously (col.6 vs.4). For problems 4,5 and 7 FC1 alone 

does better than FC2 through FC5 together. Only for the multiple 

knapsack problem FC1 alone is considerably worse compared with FC2 

through FC5. If it is asked whether the introduction of FC1 in 

addition to FC2 through FC5 improves the algorithm the answer 

seems to be that there are either some measurable improvements 

or the situation does not worsen too much (col.6 vs. 2). 

FC2 (ROW). As in the case of FC1, the performance of FC2 is tested 

in different environments (Table 5). 

First, the implementation of FC2 in addition to the standard settings 

of the FCLP-methods is considered (col.5). The evaluation of FC2 

compared with the case that no FC-method is used shows a better performance 

for the insertion of FC2 in all cases where it applies, i.e., with 

the exception of problems 1 and 4 (col.5 vs.3). If one regards, on the 

other hand, the additional effects of implementing FC1/3/4/5 

supplementary to FC2 the judgement is not as ambiguously as in the 

analogous constellation for FC1 (col.5 vs.2). Only for the multiple

knapsack problem 1 it is worth-while to introduce FC1/3/4/5 altogether. 

In all other cases the computing time cannot be reduced though the 

iteration number t~nds to become smaller considerably. 

Second, the effects of eliminatingFC2 when the group FC1/3/4/5 is used 

are studied (col~). The performance of FC2 alone compared with FC1/3/4/5 

together is in all but two cases (problems 1 and 2) better (col.7 vs.5). 

If it is analyzed, on the other hand, whether the additional introduction 

of FC2 to all remaining FC-methods has a positive outcome, it seems, 

that either one has to pay the relatively small amount of additional 

algorithmic work for FC2 with no overall improvement or FC2 applies on 

special problems (problem 5) especially well (col.7 vs.2). 

FCl(COL)~ FC2 (ROW). The two fathoming methods FC1 and FC2 are examined 

together. 

The first question regarded is whether FC1 and FC2 should be im

plemented together if one of the two methods is implemeted anyway. 

Based on the problem set analyzed here, the answer is rather precise. 
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The combined application of FC1 and FC2 on a problem either yielded 

the best of the two results each of them would produce alone, or, the 

outcome was better than this best result (Table 6, col.3). In the 

cases where the combined performance was determined by one of the 

two methods. the additional calculating time for the (ineffective) 

respective other method was negligibly small (problems 1,3,4,5, and 6). 

This can be verified by considering Table 6, col.3 and Table 5, cols. 4,5. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

A11 FC3/4/5 . FC1 /2 FC4/5 FC1/2/3 FC5 FC3 None 
None FC1/2 IFC3/4/5 FC1/2/3 FC4/5 FC1/2/3/4 FC1/2/4/5 A 11 

SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC I C ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO 

156 4415 148 3460 117 1533 168 3460 109 1533 254 4190 107 1262 111 
22 150 5 33 15 ?2 5 JJ 23 82 12 ?2 15 83 16 
12 JJ 6 16 8 1? 7 16 12 18 8 1? 8 1? 9 
39 606 34 466 59 616 37 466 55 616 46 528 56 616 58 
54 144 34 121 57 101 45 154 74 112 51 103 48 101 58 

7 3? 4 22 5 19 4 22 6 19 5 19 4 19 5 
51 316 20 1?4 33 119 20 124 11 0 348 21 103 30 119 33 

Table 6: Test of FC-groups. Standard: FC1/2/J/4/5 (col. 9). 

A second question is to weigh the efficiency of FC1/2 together 

compaired with the additional implementation of FC3/4/5 (col.3 vs.9). 

It is remarkable that in all cases but one the group FC1/2 alone 

performs better than the whole set of "simple" fathoming methods. 

Though this can be generalized for the computing time of problem 2 

through 7, the underlying search-pattern for these problems, 

as indicated by the number of iterations, has no clear tendency. 

For problems 2,3, and 4 the number of iterations is enlarged by 

the additional implementation of FC3 through FCS. The fact that the 

computing time for these problems and for problems 5,6, and 7 is 

greater is due to the additional time needed for fathoming attempts 

with FC3 through FC5. 

1262 
83 
1? 

616 
101 
19 

119 
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A third analysis, finally, could compare the performance of the "cheap" 

FC-group FC1/2 against the more sophisticated FC-group FC3/4/5 

(co1.3 vs.4). The outcome is that in all cases but the multiple

knapsack problem 1 the FC-group FC1/2 performs faster whereas the 

underlying search-pattern measured by the number of iterations differs, 

i.e., for some problems it is higher for some problems smaller. 

FC3(COND). The performance of FC3 can be analyzed in two directions. 

One way is, to test the power of FC3 in addition to FC1/2 (col.3 vs.5). 

Here, no improvements can be observed. Only for the capacity problem 7 

the number of iterationsis reduced but at the expense of relatively 

more computing time. 

Another comparism is, to ask for the effects of eliminating FC3 from 

the full group of FC-methods (col.8 vs.9). This turns out to leave 

the number of iterations unchanged and to ·reduce the calculation time 

consequently. Especially for the graph-oriented problem 5 with many 

near-optimal feasible solutions the introduction of FC3 together with 

all other FC-methods is quite inefficient. 

FC4, FC5(CUMUL). Informations about the isolated effects of FC4 can be 

obtained by compairing col.7 vs.5, information about FC5 by compairing 

col.9 vs.7 respectively. A remarkable result in the latter case is that 

eliminating FC5 from all FC-tests worsens the performance on problem 

considerably to 254 sees. though FC1 and FC2 alone yield already 148 sees •. 

As FC4 and FC5 work together naturally with respect to the algorithmic 

implementation they are tested as one group (col.6). It is possible 

to measure the performance of this group against FC1 through FC3 

(col.6 vs.5), against the use of no FC-method (col.6 vs.2) and against 

the implementation of all FC-methods (col.5 vs.9). It turns out that 

the group FC4/5 compaired with FC1 through FC3 together does better 

for problem 1 only, and compaired with the case that no FC-method is 

implemented, is preferable for problems 1 and 6 only. If the effects of 

eliminating FC4/5 from the FC-methods are regarded, the results show 

that the situation worsens only for problem 1. The results of these 

three comparisms are rather stable. This seems to be due to the 

all-negative structure of the coefficient matrix A of problem 1. 
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44. FCLP: Linear programming fathoming methods 

FCLP1(SURROG). The efficiency of working with s strongest surrogate

constraints was tested for s=O, 1 ,2,3,4. For the cases s~ 2, the active 

surrogate-constraints were defined by fifo-strategy. I.e., if new 

surrogate-constraints were generated in succeeding subproblems they 

were added to the actual linear program eliminating - if necessary -

the oldest surrogate constraint. The test results are given in Table 7. 

There is not much influence of introducing surrogate constraints for the 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Problem- s=O s=1 s=2 s=3 s=4 
No. SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO 

1 89 1156 83 1033 87 1055 111 1262 123 1381 
2 16 84 16 79 15 69 16 83 16 83 
3 8 17 8 17 8 17 8 17 8 17 
4 57 616 57 616 58 616 58 616 59 616 
5 59 113 59 107 57 104 58 101 58 101 
6 5 19 5 19 5 19 5 19 5 19 
7 38 150 38 147 35 133 33 119 34 119 

Table 7: Test of strongest surrogate-constraints (s=no. of surr.constr.). 

Standard: s 3. 

analyzed problems except for problem 1, where the computing time and number 

of iterations increases with the growing number of active surrogate constraints. 

FCLP2(PEN). The performance of the penalty concepts PEN1 and PEN2 was 

tested as shown in Table 8. 

1 2 3 4 

Problem- No PEN Only PEN1 PEN1/PEN2 
No. SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO 

1 >290 - :'>17 0 - 111 1262 
2 30 292 22 142 16 83 
3 8 15 9 15 9 17 
4 61 703 55 563 58 616 
5 >170 - 79 163 58 101 
6 5 19 5 19 5 19 
7 170 1055 53 236 33 119 

Table 8: Test of penalties. Standard: all penalties (PEN1~ PEN2). 
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For the examined example the result is that the use of PEN1 and PEN2 

together either yields no relevant difference or considerable 

improvements. 

FCLP3(LP-REPET). The idea, to combine the benefits of the original 

implicit enumeration concepts based on local information obtained by 

rather simple operations with the advantages of linear programming 

calculations which provide more global informations, lead to suggestions 

to search for an optimal stepsize for the activation of the linear 

programming calculus (GEOFFRION (1969)). Stepsize t means, that linear 

programming with all its impact for fathoming and separation is applied 

on each t-th candidate problem. Here, eight different values for t are 

studied as shown in Table 9. t =00 reflects the case that the algorithm 

degenerates to the original pure implicit enumeration concept which 

makes no use of linear programming techniques. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Problem- t=1 t=3 't=S t=6 t=7 t=9 t=12 t= co 

No. SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC I1'NO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITUO SEC I1'NO SEC I'i'iJO 

1 129 804 105 939 104 1066 114 1266 118 1214 111 1262 113 1395 108 2019 
2 4 12 4 15 4 18 4 18 11 52 16 83 18 87 166 2442, 
3 7 6 8 9 8 14 8 14 8 14 9 17 9 19 >60 -
4 34 207 49 397 46 433 52 475 48 451 58 616 64 703 134 2193 
5 25 28 35 49 45 70 46 79 47 79 57 101 56 111 >170 -
6 4 14 4 10 4 13 4 13 5 16 5 19 5 22 n 274 
7 24 46 34 100 43 145 32 90 41 135 33 119 32 144 >170 -

Table 9: Test of the frequency of LP-aaZauZations (t=frequenay of 

repetition). Standard: t = 9. 

The tendency turns out that for the test problems with increasing 

frequency of linear programming application the number of enumerated 

candidate problems decreases as well as the computing time. The latter 

tendency is not obvious. The result obtained here contrasts to 

GEOFFRION's experience (1969,p. 446). The only exception was problem 

where already the block of "simple" FC-methods yielded good results 

and apparently the simplex-calculations where rather expensive because 

of the matrix-density. But for all test problems the minimal computing 

time was found with application of linear programming calculations. 
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FC vs. FCLP. The test results of compairing "simple" fathoming methods 

with linear programming oriented methods are summarized in Table 10. 

The linear programming repetition factor was t = 1 in the cases of cols.3 

and 4. It turns out that the renunciation of the linear programming 

oriented calculations has to be paid for in both respects, with 

computing time and the number of enumerated candidate problems. If 

the cases are distinguished that the algorithm degenerates to a pure 

branch-and-bound procedure or, on the other hand, all FC-methods are 

implemented together in addition to the FCLP-methods, only for 

problem 2 the latter case proves to be better (col.3 vs.4). 

1 2 3 4 

Problem- No FCLP A 11 FCLP A 11 FCLP 
No. A11 FC No FC A 11 FC 

SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO 

1 108 2019 64 437 129 804 
2 166 2442 14 47 4 12 
3 >60 - 7 9 7 6 
4 134 2193 26 245 34 207 
5 >170 - 23 42 25 28 
6 27 274 4 13 4 14 
7 >170 - 25 65 24 46 

Table 10: Test of "simple" fathoming methods against linear programming 

oriented fathoming methods. 
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45. SEP: Test of "simple" separation methods 

The "simple" separation methods were tested using the standard setting 

SEPLP1 for the linear programming oriented separation methods in the 

cases linear programming calculations were activated. As the standard 

for FCLP3 (LP-REPET) is t=9, for every 9-th iteration the "simple" 

separation method was replaced by SEPLP1. For the tests SEP1 through 

SEP4 the standard setting for SEP5 was v=2 fixed variables for one 

separation cycle. 

SEP10~X-CJ). This separation method yielded the worst results for all 

test problem compaired with all separation methods (Table 11). 

SEP2(MIN-CJ). The second objective function oriented method did not 

show favorable results also. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I 9 
---

Problem- SEP1 SEP2 SEP3 SEP3(noLP) SEP4a SEP4b SEP5,v=1 SS1'S, v=3 
No. SE;C I1'NO SEC ITNO SEC J.TNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC I1'NO SEC ITilO SEC l:J'NU 

1 >170 - >170 - 111 1262 108 2019 >170 - ::>170 - 112 1398 87 1211 
2 22 93 21 132 16 83 166 2442 18 122 16 76 14 68 17 72 
3 9 17 8 15 9 17 >60 - 8 15 9 15 8 1 f) 9 16 
4 60 628 60 628 58 616 134 2193 60 616 60 616 56 504 52 55.8 
5 - - 108 223 58 101 >170 - 81 163 79 163 53 99 61 105 
6 5 19 5 19 5 19 27 274 5 19 5 19 5 18 5 1B 
7 93 4.94 46 20,9 33 119 >170 - 47 209 47 209 43 150 41 146 

Table 11: Test of "simple" separation methods. 

Standard: SEP3 and v=2 (col.4). 

SEP3(MAX-FEAS). This feasibility oriented separation method had the 

best performance on an average. For comparisms, the case is included 

that no linear programming calculations are performed and SEP3 is 

the only separation method to be applied (col.5). 

SEP4(CJ/FEAS). The implementation of the weighted objective function/ 

feasibility separation did not show general improvements over SEP3 

(co 1 s . 6 ' 7) . 
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SEP5(SEP-DEPTH). The standard setting for this test was SEP3. 

There was no unambiguous result for the test of a depth-first 

search pattern (cols. 8,5,9). The depth-first tactic was optimal 

for problems 1 and 5. For problem 2 the contrary was optimal, 

i.e., to include only one more variable into the currentS (P ). 
r 

For problem 7, finally, the intermediate v=2 was significantly 

better. For one problem there was an improving tendency with 

growing v (problem 1), for another with decreasing v (problem 5) 

and for some problems there was no such tendency at all (problems 4,7). 

SEPl(MAX-CI) _, SEP3 (MAX-FEAS) 8 PPI4 (PRESET-Z). 

The performance of the separation methods SEP1 and SEP3 was 

evaluated changing the preset-value of z* from the standard 

setting z*:=CO to z*:=zopt (Table 12). 

1 2 3 4 5 

SEP1 SEP1 SEP3 SEP3 

Problem- z*:=co z*:=z 
OPT z*: =CO z*:=z OPT 

No. SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO 

1 >170 - 17 112 111 1262 10 54 
2 22 93 2 12 16 83 11 43 
3 9 1? - - 9 1? 10 18 
4 60 628 34 355 58 616 42 452 
5 - - 15 24 58 101 55 98 
6 5 19 4 16 5 19 4 16 
7 93/ 494 10 23 33 119 10 20 

Table 12: Test of SEP1 and SEP3 together with PPI4. 

Standard: SEP3 and z *: = UO 

In cases, where the optimal objective function value is known and the 

algorithm is started with this strong bound z*:=zopt, the objective 

coefficient oriented separation method SEP1 yielded significantly 

better results compaired with feasibility oriented SEP3 than for 

z*:= 00 • 
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46. SEPLP: Test of linear programming oriented separation methods 

The settings of the "simple" separation methods for iterations 

where no linear programming calculations were performed are 

indicated in Table 13. 

SEPLP1 (MAXMAX) .. SEPLP2 (MAXMIN) .. SEPLP3 (MINMIN). 

No significant tendency turned out in the comparisms of the 

tested linear programming oriented separation methods except 

for the observation that for some problems SEPLP2 does very well 

compaired with SEPLP1 and SEPLP3 while it fails significantly 

for others. SEPLP1 was the best method for problems 2,5, SEPLP2 

optimal for problems 1,7, and SEPLP3 optimal for problem 4. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

NoLP SEPLP1 SEPLP1 SEPLP2 SEPLP3 
Problem- (SEP3) (&SEP3) (&SEP4a) (&SEP4a) (&SEP4a) 

No. SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO 

1 108 2019 111 1262 >170 - 82 851* 99 1092* 
2 166 2442 16 83 18 122 23 156 21 132 
3 >60 - 9 17 8 15 8 15 8 15 
4 134 2193 58 616 60 616 60 597 57 570 
5 >170 - 58 101 81 163 f>170 - 117 235 
6 27 274 5 19 5 19 5 19 5 19 
7 >170 

/ 

33 119 - 47 209 31 128 54 241 

Table 13: Test of linear programming separation methods. 

Standard: SEPLP1 & SEP3 (*:SEP3 instead of SEP4a). 
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SIZE OF CANDIDATE LIST. Generally, during a linear programming oriented 

separation cycle two new candidates were introduced. The effects of 

limiting the candidate list were tested. In case the actual candidate 

list is full, the algorithmic procedure is to add just one new 

candidate explicitly to the list maintaining the other branch as 

implicit candidate which is checked after backtracking. The test 

results are given in Table 14. If the candidate list is limited to 

1 2 3 4 

Size of candidate list 
Problem- 1 3 unlimited 

No. SEC ITNO SEC ITNO SEC ITNO 

1 67 818 91 1062 111 1262 
2 16 84 16 83 16 83 
3 9 1? 9 1? 9 1? 
4 46 4?1 47 4?2 58 616 
5 62 10? 58 101 58 101 
6 5 19 5 19 5 19 
7 36 138 44 162 33 119 

Table 14: Test of the size for the aandidate Zist. Standard: unlimited. 

one problem, selection/separation degenerates to lifo-branching (col.2). 

Only for problems 5 and 7 algorithmic performance was improved 

slightly with increasing size of the candidate list. For problem 1 the 

contrary holds. For this problem, apparently the depth-first approach 

induced by lifo-branching was better. 
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APPENDIX (Unnormalized) tableaus of the test problems 
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Problem 1: Multiple-knapsack problem (PETERSON (1967, probl.6)). 
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Problem 2: Truck dispatching problem (DANTZIG/RAMSER (1959)). 
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Problem 3: 6-city travelling salesman problem (PLANE/MACMILLAN(1971, p.34)) 
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Problem 4: Set-covering problem (IBM-9; GARFINKEL/NEMHAUSER(1972, p.375)). 
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Problem 5: Minimal spanning-tree problem with Steiner-tree characteristics 
(NASTANSKY/DRUMM(1975, p.373). 
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Problem 6: 6/8 product/machine sequencing problem. 
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Problem 7: Capacitiy-planning problem in the coal-mining industry. 
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